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In The Decadent Society, Ross Douthat,

sustainability for long periods and the
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a columnist for the New York Times,
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business are the incisive observations

presents a grand, overarching critique
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contained in the early chapters
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He summarises his argument
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Stagnation, meaning that
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the pace of innovation and

company based around a taxi

economic growth has slowed;
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sterility in the literal sense
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a pure Instagram fantasy and
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constant; sclerosis describes a state of

Theranos was a naked fraud
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(as documented in John Carreyrou’s

in four ways: from geography, such as

riveting book, Bad Blood), Uber is a
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titled “How the Wealth was Won”

Yet Uber and Tesla are the poster
children for the technological
revolution that is, allegedly, disrupting
the old order and ushering in the new.
After ten years of rapid
growth, Uber has created
a great low fares deal for
its customers, but it has
done so without any market
discipline. It keeps fares low
by running at a loss ($8.3bn
in 2019). It has used the
awesome power of venture
capital to build a company
that would collapse if that
capital were withdrawn. It
has no obvious competitive
advantages, apart from
the huge subsidy in effect
provided by the investors;
the technology it uses is
neither proprietary nor
complex and all of its

which finds that 54 % of the growth
of US companies’ stock market value
reflected “a reallocation of rents
to shareholders in a decelerating
economy” (i.e. shareholders’ dividends

'Christianity's
place in
American life
has increasingly
been taken over,
not by atheism,
but by heresy:
debased versions
of Christian faith
that breed hubris,
greed, and selfabsorption'
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In arguably the most powerful and
final chapter of The Decadent Society,
titled Providence, Ross concludes that
no civilisation has thrived without a
confidence that there was more to the
human story than merely the material
world. If the liberal dream of progress,
no less than its Christian antecedent,
has succumbed to a corrosive
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we have come to an end of our own
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created, but economic

of the admonition to “fill the earth and

growth accounted for
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observe the hollowing

opinion of the early Christians who
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regarded the rise of Rome – the
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original global civilisation – as a

pounce for the brands

divinely ordained development, a
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necessary precondition for the Birth

established names but not their

of Christ. Could it be that our global

premises nor their employees, should

civilisation has reached its moment

system it has built.

this not trigger a deep sense of unease?

of success, a long-sought arrival

The internet economy is an impressive

What makes this book relevant to our

prices or paying its drivers less – would
destroy the low fare/high driver supply

example of 21st century growth and
innovation, and many tech companies

faith is that Ross has emerged as one
of the most provocative and influential

that also feels like a dead end? Is our
civilisation ripe for another important
intervention of the Almighty?

voices of his generation. In a previous

The Decadent Society is a call to arms

book, Bad Religion, he delivered a

rather than a counsel of despair.

hard-hitting account of how American

In common with almost all meta-

Christianity has gone off the rails -

narratives, it is much too ambitious

and why it threatens to take American

in its scope. Yet, it serves the valuable

society with it. Ross’s thesis is that

purpose of gathering many facets of

Ross observes that “the people with the

Christianity's place in American life

the western predicament into a credible

most experience in starting businesses

has increasingly been taken over, not

framework and explores the most likely

and getting rich look around at the

by atheism, but by heresy: debased

paths out of decadence.

have real customers, real revenues
and a solid business model, but the
financial markets are gambling on a
degree of future success that borders on
the fantastic.
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